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This programme expresses our ambition to design and manufacture �oor coverings 
that bene�t every individual by helping to provide safe, hygienic and comfortable 
living and working environments.

samples.uk@forbo.com

0800 731 2369
SAMPLE SERVICE

State of the art manufacturing 

Sphera element 50046 | teal

We’ve made a massive investment in a brand 
new, state-of-the-art production facility in 
Coevorden, Holland, our European centre of 
expertise for vinyl flooring production. This 
has enabled us to manufacture a premium 
homogeneous vinyl sheet that offers not only 
the freshest, cleanest palette ever seen in this 
product category but one that also benefits 
from SMART technology which delivers best 
in class performance. 

Forbo’s homogeneous flooring technology

High LRV values 

and bright, 

saturated hues

Uniquely 

embossed surface 

for optimal 

performance

Low emitting  

and 100%  

phthalate free

Produced in a zero waste environment

Resists stains  

and scratches

Sphera element 50051 | butter + 50053 | sun

•	 State of the art steel-belt press and thermofix technology  
ensures consistent quality

•	 Green energy and zero waste technology ensures efficient  
and sustainable manufacturing

•	 Low emissions & phthalate free manufacturing ensures  
Sphera can contribute to a healthy indoor environment

•	 SMART-top surface finish ensures Sphera has a high resistance to 
chemicals, scratches and stains

•	 In-line coating and subsequent embossing process for superior 
appearance and durability

•	 Achieves highest abrasion wear rating group T tested to EN660-2

DURABILITY PERfoRMAnCE

SUSTAInABILITYTECHnoLogY

Protect Sphera Element with our 
nEW Coral Entrance flooring range
• Coral can stop up to 95% of dirt and moisture entering a building

• This means that cleaning time is reduced by up to 65%

•  Coral Brush and Classic are now available in 50 x 50cm tiles as well as the usual 
sheet option for increased flexibility

To order a brochure of the new Coral range, simply complete the attached form 

Coral Welcome 3208 | matrix

A new era in  
homogeneous vinyl 

creating better environments
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Design. Technology. Performance

Sphera element 50018 | mortar + 50025 | earth

At Forbo, we aim to be the global leader in commercial 
floor coverings and that means competing in all the 
key product sectors. This autumn, we’re entering the 
homogeneous vinyl sheet sector for the very first time, 
and we want you to be amongst the first to see our 
début collection… Sphera Element.   

Sphera element 50008 | silver grey + 50044 | turquoise

•  Harmonious range of 62 contemporary colours

•  Excellent balance of dark and light shades, many with high  
light reflection values

•  Warm and cool naturals to complement wood and stone  

• Calming pastels for understated backgrounds

• Bolder, more saturated hues, for way-finding, zoning and accent colour

Unique colour palette

2mm

50002 | white neutral grey 50007 | grey sky

50000 | white 50003 | light neutral grey 50008 | silver grey

50004 | mid neutral grey 50009 | lead

50005 | dark neutral grey 50008 | silver grey 50010 | iron

50001 | black 50006 | anthracite 50011 | steel

50012 | mist 50017 | ivory

50013 | smog 50018 | mortar

50014 | smoke 50019 | clay

50015 | basalt 50020 | silt

50016 | ash 50021 | truffle

50022 | shell 50027 | fog

50023 | sand 50028 | greige

50024 | stone 50029 | taupe

50025 | earth 50030 | moleskin

50026 | mud 50031 | coal

50037 | china blue   50033 | dimgray   50032 | soft lilac   171302 | surestep original pale

50032 | soft lilac 50036 | water 50040 | azure

50033 | dimgray 50037 | china blue 50041 | pacific

50034 | amethyst 50038 | blueberry 50042 | cerulean

50035 | purple heart 50039 | navy

2mm

50043 | cloud

50044 | turquoise

50045 | jade

50046 | teal

50047 | pale green 50051 | butter 50055 | powder 50059 | sahara

50048 | pistachio 50052 | custard 50056 | cedar 50059 | sahara

50049 | yellow green 50053 | sun 50057 | tangerine

50050 | olive 50054 | amber 50058 | carmine 50060 | terra

50061 | saddle brown50049 | yellow green

2mm

Carpet tiles

More Forbo Flooring

LinoleumEntrance flooring systems

Static control flooring

Project vinyl

Luxury vinyl tiles

Safety vinyl

Acoustic vinyl Cushion vinyl Flocked flooring

Why deal with multiple suppliers when you can deal with one? 
Forbo Flooring Systems is a global producer of commercial flooring solutions. 
Our flooring solutions offer includes:

•	 Environmentally	friendly,	functional	and	design-oriented	linoleum.																																	

•	 An	extensive	range	of	sheet	project	vinyl,	acoustic	vinyl	and	safety	vinyl.

•	 High	performing	static	control	flooring	for	areas	with	sensitive	 
electronic equipment.

•	 High	quality	European	manufactured	Luxury	Vinyl	Tiles.

•	 Carpet	tiles	for	both	public	and	commercial	environments.

•	 Flocked	sheet	and	tiles	for	areas	that	need	the	benefits	of	both	textile	
and resilient floor coverings.

•	 Cushioned	vinyl	for	the	home	environment	in	a	wide	range	of	designs.

•	 Entrance	flooring	systems	that	keep	interior	floors	clean,	dry	and	safe.

Please visit our website www.forbo-flooring.co.uk to see our extensive 
range of flooring products. 

To order a Sphera Element sample book or samples, please ring  
0800 731 2369 or email samples.uk@forbo.com


